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The Society was founded in 1968 to protect and improve the amenities of East Grinstead and its
environs. The town has -a long history arid -a unique architectural heritage, entrusted for the time being
to the hands of our generation. It should be our concern that such contributions as we in turn make are
worthy of the past and a fining bequest to the future.
The Society arranges regular talks, discussions, walks and visits. It produces this Bulletin of articles of
local interest and a Newsletter twice yearly. Its 1969 report on the High Street conservation area was
well received -as a basis for future policy. It is very active in monitoring all planning applications and
making representations to the authorities on planning issues and promotes citizenship education in local
schools. It has held exhibitions, planted trees, restored the churchyard railings and martyrs' memorial,
and financed tree-ring -dating of -some -buildings in the High Street. It has also produced -surveys of
trees, seats and playground equipment, provided a plaque by the mass grave of victims of enemy action
in Mount Noddy cemetery (now superseded) and historical guide-maps in the High Street, and
presented seats in memory o-f leading -former members -to Sackville College -and the High Street. It has
published a book of reminiscences, sets of postcards reproducing old photographs, three town trails
one of them also in French and German) and leaflets on the local martyrs and on Mount Noddyand
Moat Pond. With the Town Council it established the now independent Town Museum.
The Society is ,a registered charity ,(no257 ))and belongs to the Federation of Sussex Amenity
Societies. A copy of its constitution is available on request.
The strength of such a Society lies in the extent to which it can be seen to represent public opinion; the
'larger the membership the greater the influence. Membership forms 'are - on the website or obtainable
from 7 Durkins Road, East Grinstead, RH119 2ER. The subscription is £10 p.a. By signing a Gift Aid
form standard-rate income tax payers can increase its value at no cost to themselves. Persons wishing
only to receve the Bulletin can do so at the newly reduced rate of £4 per calendar year, payable in
advance to the Editor (address on cover).
PRESIDENT Mrs M. COLLINS, D.L.
OFFICERS, 2014-15
CHAIRMAN N.J. BEALE, B.A., F.C.A.
VICE-;CHAMMAN R. MAYNAIU)
HON. TREASURER M.R. LYONS
HON. SE-C-RE TARY -vacant
EDITOR OF BULLETIN M.J. LEPPARD, M.A.
Contributions for the Bulletin to the Editor, through whom permission must be sought to reproduce any
contents. 'Unattributed -contributions 'are from the 'Editor -or officers. Attributed -opinions -are not
necessarily anyone's but their author's.

-

the Editor: single copies £1 + postage (3 second-class stamps
acceptable); -mere -than -one -copy £1 -each, -post -free; -set -of all -issues -in -print -(98 £2-G -(to be -collected -by
arrangement after payment). There is a waiting list for out-of-print issues. Unwanted back-numbers (even
damaged or defective) are always welcome for re-sale. A list of principal contents is on the website.
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THE BULLETIN OF THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY

No.113 (Spring 2015)

EDITORIAL

Among the customary local history articles the personal paean to the High Street traders of today (p.20)
may seem an inappropriate 'intrusion, but it tot) is history - 'history in 'themaking, set down forthe"sake
of record. Time will tell if it celebrates a continuing up-turn, an element in the structure of histories of
the town yet to be written, and if anything similar happens elsewhere here. Railway Approach, at the
other end, cries out for rejuvenation - not for want of plans 'and attempts - which (as predicted) the
extension of the Bluebell Railway has not on its own been able to effect. Consultations, money and
grand .comprehensive schemes will not guarantee -it; willpower and 4etenninatin will be -essential but whose, and when, and how?
COVER PICTURE: The East Grinstead area from Norden's 1595 map of Sussex. See ar1ic1es on

pp.7-12 for discussion.
TWENTY FIVE YEARS AGO:

Newsletter 47 (Nov. 1989) reported, from the A.G.M., an active

year marked by rising membership, -difficulty in finding people ter offer their 'services for 'our work, -and
subscriptions raised from £4 to £6. For the first time we had staged a conducted walk around the route
of the second town trail. We supported Mr Pinnegar's endeavours at Hammerwood and opposed the
Town Council's proposal to -build 'an entertainment centre-on the 'historic -Hayfield. Newsletter '48 -(Feb.
1990) gave an extensive review of an impressive range of activities during the previous year. A local
newspaper had reported Mr Hartland's personal suggestion of routing disposal of soil from the Queens
Walk -development via -Dallaway €rardens and Railway Approach 'as -a permanent 'scheme promoted by
the Society's committee. This misinterpretation was firmly rebutted, and Mr Hartland set out in detail
how the planning sub-committee operates. Bulletin 47 (for financial reasons the only one for 1990 but
increased to 18 -sides in -compensation) included -consideration by Mrs -Doreen Yarwoo-d of costume and
other details in the wall paintings illustrated and discussed in the previous issue, scholarly treatment by
Professor Richard Coates -of the place-name -Mount -Noddy, 'and -personal -recollections by 'Mrs 'Eileen
Jeffery (née Gallant) of her childhood during her family's wartime evacuation to Hammerwood.
AS OTHERS SAW US (53): 'East Grinstead, a town long associated with a choleric, class-bound
brand of -reactionary Toryism. Whenever -letters appeared in the Datfr Telegraph 'demanding thereturn
of the birch or the noose, the chances were that they'd be signed by Colonel Blimp (ret'd) of East
'Grinsead, Sussex. - Jonathan -Raban, 'reviewing The -Conservative s'ou'l by Andrew S-nil-ivan '[who 'grew
up in this town], New York review of books, vol.54, no.6 (12 April 2007) S.R.K.
-

AS WE SAW U ELVES-(43): 'Steam -trains, vintage -buses -and -a medieval High Street -prove -that
there is a real future in our past.' - John Pye, of the Bookshop, E. G. Courier & Observer, 11 April 2011
OUR ARCHIVES: The records now housed at the Jubilee Centre in Charlwoods Road, as recorded in
Bulletin 112, -are the -ones to which 'access is 'still needed, including file -copies of -all -our publications.

Archives of permanent significance but no longer needed for working purposes, dealing with meetings,
planning applications, correspondence, etc., from 1967 to 90, are now in the care of the West Sussex
Record Office at C-hichester -(accession 17020). The patient flies for members 'of -the -Guinea 'Pig Clubare also now held there (accession 17362) while its other records remain here in the Town Museum.
BULLETIN 114 will come out in the Autumn. If you're not yet a subscriber, see foot of p.2.

SPERCIIEDENE, AS APPROACHED FROM FELBRIDGE

M.J. Leppard

The Feibridge and District History Group's 'handout' on Sperchedene, looked forward to in my
article on the subject in Bulletin 112, has duly appeared: a tour-de-force by Mr Jeremy Clarke summing
up a whole years work on -documents '(95 footnoted -source-references, fieldwork, interpretation of the
landscape, archaeological evidence, mapping, and structural investigation of Wall Hill farmhouse. His
range of material is vaster than mine but does not include everything that I used. At his invitation we
met to -discuss our work, -and my -offer to -leave further pursuit of the subject to him was 'accepted; he
has the advantages of far more documentary material (both paper and electronic), technology skills and
equipment, access to-recently developed aids to -research (e.g. inter-visibility mapping and lidar), full
mobility for fieldwork, and comparative youth. I will gladly co-operate as I am able.
Gratifyingly, it seemed that by different routes we had reached broadly similar conclusions,
-though some of my 'interpretations 'now need some modification -and 'some of-his -can 'be 'challenged. A
summary would be not only complex but also unnecessary since the whole thing is available on the
Group's website as well as on paper* and deserves to be read in full. Instead I will indicate points on
which 'there tcan 'be disagreement 'or 'scope - -for 'further investigation, 'all üf'thern incidental details rather
than of structural substance (his page-numbers in round brackets, mine in square ones).
I Among the properties held by John Leedes at his death in 1606 are 'A messuage with land of the
- same -adjoining in the tenure ofJohn Underhill, 'held of the -crown by the Borough lof Eastgrinsted at the

rent of 6'/2d and is worth 6s.' Mr Clarke identifies this with 34-40 High Street (lilO) on the strength of
that property's being held by John Ledes in 1564. However, the rent then was 3s.4d. and it comprised 2
burgages 'and '11 portlands, wi.'an 'extra 2d. 'rent for 2 posts. 1 Moreover the '1606 inquest -does trot
specify burgages and portlands, though it does not necessarily rule them out. The only 6'/2d rent in
-1564- --for -our -no.2 -London -Road, -i -cottage -and 2 posts -held -and -occupied -by Thom--as -Durkin-. 2 -in -the
same year in the survey of the bounds of the Hundred of East Grinstead it is 'a howse called Trendills
at the west ende of the Burroughe. 3 This appears to be the same as Trendyis in 1523 in the court
roll of the 'manor of East Grinstead' at Arundel Castle and Trendles in a rental dateable to c.1637-41 of
-the -manor of Sheffield-Grin-stead - also-at Arun
- 'deL4 The -latter -manor is the -first -i-tern - -in -the 1'606'inquest
into John Leedes's properties, and it seems entirely possible that a 'country' manor had a foothold in a
-borough. The -possibility -then anses that in 1606 the copyi-st'& e-ye jumped some wordingli. an -entry
intended to cover successively 34-40 High Street and 2 London Road.
2 Working back from the Leedes' tenure of Wall Hill, first noted in 155.7, to the Aifreys who held it
-before them, -Mr £-l'arke- -writes -(p-.1'0) that in 1537 'Edmund- Alfrye -granted -a -lease--of -13 years to- John
Hawlats' of property that paid quit rents of 6d. and 8d. to the manors of Waidhyll and Canseme
respectively as recorded in a document concerning local chantries. Unfortunately this misrepresents the
-original '(though our -discussion - showed 'that ins 'chain 'o-f'conchisions from it 'did -eventually -fit into 'the
wider picture). In fact, according to the chantry certificate of 1548 that he cited, John Haullet in 1497
had willed three named parcels of land to the Fraternity of St Katherine, and in 1537 Edmund Alfrye,
John -Go-od-wyne -and -others, -as -administrators 'o-f -the -Fraternity's 'lands, -had -leased -th...ones -bequeathed
by John Haullet to Thomas Bamber for thirteen years. 5 At the end of the century they were recorded
and mapped in the 'Buckhurst Tether'. 6
* Feibridge & District History Group handout 123 (September 2014), 'Wall Hill Farm, Forest Row and
the link to Gullege', obtainable from the Group do Oaklands, Lake View Road, Furnace Wood, East Grinstead,
RH1 9 2QE or accessible on its website www.felbridge.org.uk .

3 Relying on the 1579- survey of the boundaries of East Grinstead Hundred, which survives in an 18th
century transcription7 , rather than the 15-64 version, of which the -original manuscript 'survivei, 'Mr
Clarke has its eastern border following Margary's prehistoric track (pp. 14-16) as opposed to my
interpretation of it as bisecting Wall Hill Farm [pp.lOf.]. He supports his view with many valid points
'(amplified in discussi-on, which i cannot 'gainsay though -i 'still think my case 'has some merit. This
divergence of opinion matters when it comes to plotting the area held by the manor of Sheffield
Grinstead: the eastern half of Wall Hill Farm, as I saw it, or Pickstones, as he contends. In discussion
Mr -Clarke pointed out the ' -hanriets' in that area on Budgen's -1724 map -of Sussex, and previously
noted in the 1564 survey. I think he is correct in saying (p.3) that the presence of Spartenden-names in
four manors refers to division of rental income rather than territorial demarcation. He takes this back as
far as 1485 '(p.2) but does not 'notice the Televanee 'of the Domesday -Book 'entry, 'which is not
inconsistent with it [pp.4,11] Indeed the fact that before the Conquest, even though Buckhurst and
imberhorne (Feiesmere?) cannot be detected in Domesday Book, Horsted [Keynes] and Sheffield as
well as 'Sperehe-dene were King Edward's may -strengthen -a -ease for Sperche'dene-"s being a preConquest unit.

-

4 By consulting the original document rather than the transcription on which I relied, Mr Clarke shows
that, even though the name of 'Marg' Sperkend in Brarnbletye tithing in 1285 '[pp.2,7 lacks -a
conventional indication of abbreviation that would confirm it as a form of Sperchedene, 'the character
is differently formed from most other d characters elsewhere on the membrane and closely matches the
character where -the end of the word has been -abbreviated' -(p-.14)'. This finding is gratifying, but f
cannot share his conclusion that the lack of any later occurrences of such a surname imply that the place
which gave it had ceased to be used or was uninhabited by the start of the 14th century. Even if she had
sons or bmthei, surnames and 'bynarnea did not 'necessarily become hereditary for another century or
more.9

-

5 Mr Clarke proposes that Spanden, a name not traced before the 1840s, derives from spcer-denn,
'spear[-shapedj tswine pasture', whereas Prof. -Coates saw 'no- -gigantic -obstacle to' identifying it with
Spartenden on linguistic grounds, as in my case for it as the lazy pronunciation, 'Spah'nden'.' °
6 Mr Clarke does not deal with the etymology or location of Wildetone, which is fair enough since it is

marginal 'to his main concerns. What 'he -says -about Wald -and Wail +{u+1 farm 'seems, 'however,
perfectly consistent with my conclusion that it is wald-tune, 'wald farm' [p.6].

-

7 Nor, similarly justifiably, does he discuss the possible implications of the names Wayld Smythe
(1485); Sinithdeane-(17606)' -and Smithfield -(-18'42)-(pp;i-Of.) for the- -history -of ironworking -known in this
general area from archaeological evidence [p.10].

8 N,eithgr of us ,dicussed5 probably wise1y ,thg fail in vahie of Sp hedne ,(arid many -other holdings.
here) between 1066 and 1086 [pp.4,11].
9 Some clarifications desirable or offered:p.2', top -line Where -Mr Wood -had 'Queeir's -highway, anachronistic -tbr 1 -677 '[p.4, 'Mr 01arke has'royal
highway'; one would expect 'King's highway'. If a Latin original is being translated, the first would be viae
reginae, the second viae regalis, the last viae regis. p.12, last paragraph: Borough [rather than the Parish]':
"Parish' is a slip for "Hundred'. p.13, footnote 68 cites something 'I wrote in P977, but overlooks my correcting
it in wider discussion in Bulletins 68, 70 and 73. p.14, footnote 71: The attribution to P.D. Wood in Bulletin 58
should be to me in no.59.

The subject must not be left without gratefully mentioning Mr Clarke's acknowledgement and
Tefevant
contributions to our pages by Messrs A.G. Dyson and P.D. Wood 'as well as by me,
use of
whether accepting or modifying what we have written. I sincerely hope that they and others will
respond to Mr Clarke's work and mine, especially if appropriately for publishing in the Bulletin. It was
obvious from discussion that he has thought deeply about the landscape and settlement history of a
wide area around East Grinstead and will continue to give it fresh illumination and expression, to our
lasting benefit. His achievements to date (in earlier Felbridge handouts and elsewhere) are all the more
impressive for being accomplished 'amid the daims' 'of 'a responsible fall-time job of work and a seat on
the parish council.
REFERENCES- E.Q.S.B.
Collections; Sx = Sussex

E.Q. 'Society Brelletin ES.R.O. '- Eagt-Sugsex Record Officer SA.C. =

Archaeo-logit'rel

The National Archives DL 42/112 4 ms M836 and SHE box 21
as note 1, p.51
-.S.R0. Gage6/63, transcribd'and-diseussed, S.A.-C. vo1.+O9(-1-1)', -pp.27f., a.4 6 Sx Record Society, iroi.39 -(1'93
6
E.S.R.O. ASH 1171A, printed, discussed and mapped in E.G.S.B. 73 (Spring 2001) 8 as note 2,
p.58, map
discussed in E.G.S.B. 74 (Autumn 2001) 9 see R. McKinley, The surnames of Sx (1988), chapter 1 'The rise of hereditary
E.-G..-B. 59-(Autumn -1996)-,-p..7
surnames-in S-x'
S.A.C. vol.106 (1968), p.50

CONVENTIONAL WISDOM - TREAT WITH CAUTION
MEADOW LAND: I now wonder how much there really was in
Domesday Book times. The margins of rivers, especially our
slow flat Sussex -ones, must have mostly been 'baggy tangles, no
use to anyone until drained: which, no doubt, is why it was so
expensive when it produced a hay crop. P.D.W.
SOUTH-FACING SLOPES: I have taken it for granted that,
thanks to maximum exposure to the sun, south-facing slopes
would produce the best 'crop-yields. Mr -Clarke- 'has told me,
however, that geology is also a factor. The late Brian Emmett
told him that on hnberhorne Farm he got his best yields from the
north-facing surfaces, for that reason. M.J.L.
AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL FIND-SPOT: In his report of a
length of the pale of 'BranTh'itye Park (p:9 above and map p.TO)'
Mr Wood also noted 'there are rocks with worked flints here too'.
VALIJE-: West Sussex -county -ccmnciPs -senior -archaeologist, Mr
John Mills, has informed us that his department's receipt of
complimentary copies of past and current copies of our Bulletin is
'enabling his team to make important -additions to its 'databases,
routinely consulted by planners and researchers.
'LEFT: The -htm't+rg scene -in -the waU'-pai-n-ti-rg -once at -C-r-emwell
House, discussed in the second article on the next page. It also
serves to illustrate the article on parks that succeeds it.
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THE HIGHWAY FROM GRINSTEAD TO LEWES

M.J. Leppard

In an article under this title in Bulletin 108 (Winter 2012-13) I argued a case for the road out of
the town via Hermitage Lane, Dunnings and Saint Hill Green (where it is joined by an equally ancient
one from imberhome and Feibridge) 'as our main road to Lewes before it was 'superseded by the line' of
today's A22 in the late-16th century. I discussed the pros and cons of both, but my sole contemporary
documentary evidence was a deed of 1469. Since then, however, while researching The parks-discussed
below, I have found some comparable earlier support.
In 1294 William de Sandhelde granted to Geoffrey ate Pare and his wife land adjoining the
highway from Lewes to Hymberhome, and in 13 ,67 Richard 'atte Park granted to John Symo'nd -and 'his'
wife a messuage and croft in the parish of Estgrenstede by the highway from London to Lewes.' In
1292, by contrast, the A22 out of the town was referred to as merely the 'high road from Grinstead to
ortunately this is the only mention in the reords of Lewes priory of this' route;
Ashurst [Wood]' •2
and there are none of that via Saint Hill, but clearly the monks would have had more use for the one
that also linked their properties in and around West Hoathly and further south to their important manor
at Imberhorne, itself usefully located halfway to London, where their officials' would often have had to
travel on business. Indeed it is not entirely fanciful to suggest that the dissolution of the priory in 1537
would have somewhat reduced the amount of traffic on that road and boosted the A22 alternative. An
indication' that the 'Forest Row route' was well established rather 'earlier than I proposed before is the
precise marking on Norden's map of 1595 of a pair of bridges north of the village 3, just as today. His
maps show very few bridges - not even the one that accounted for the name Felbridge, first noted in the
mid- 12th 'centuiy - winch implies the A22 was 'already 'significant when his surveys were undertaken. if
my interpretation of the Hundred boundary in 1564 is correct (see p.5 above), the case for an earlier
take-over by the modern route is supported further.
1
2

Ancient deeds ij C 2123,2122 (I am grateful to Mr A.G. Dyson for communicating them, amid much else, some time ago.)
Lewes thartu1ary (Sussex -Reuord Society, voi.SS, pp. 37f.)' 3 reproduced on'the cover'of this -Bulletin
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M.3. icpp&u

What follows is not an attempt to expand the illustrated outline history of Cromwell House (78
High &re.) in my 100 Buildings iof East Grinstead' -into -a ,full ..structural and.documentary aeco.unt.
The intention is to add to and re-consider what is already in print on particular aspects of its history.
A photograph of the eastern end of the High Street in 1867, now in the Town Museum, has a
manuscript note' in the margin of its mount 'Qrinstead House". No other instance' of this name has yet
been found: it is as likely to have co-existed with as to have replaced the earlier Great House. Few
house-names seem to have been fixed at that date; indeed J.C. Stenning followed general practice one
year later by identifying it 'as "a house now occupied in part by 'Mrs Payne'. 2 Cromwell 'House, first
recorded in 1887 3 , has endured, but the reason for it has not. An early 20th-century claim, 'thought to
have' been inhabited by some of the Protector's family' 4 , is probably wishful thinking or guesswork;
there is no evidence of any such connection. More credible is the late John Thompson's suggestion that
the inspiration was Cromweils having been born in 1599, the date once visible within,. ,
On 23 August 1913 the East Grinstead Observer reported the removal to London of 'the whole
-of-the -oak -pane-l-l-i-n-g' -and the fireplace with E.P. -and A..... Its two- upper -corners and 'AN ° DO .1599'
between. 'In a small diamond pane of one of the upper windows', it added, 'is the date, in coloured

glass, "1598", presumably not removed. The confident statement that the fireplace 'is clearly no part
of the original structure', but probably brought from one of the local farnthouses when the great open
fireplace was done away with, does not commend itself today. The writer seems to have inglenooks in
mind, but I have recently 'seen a photograph, probably 'specially commissioned, which 'shows it in situ,
of stone with depressed arches and the carved date and initials. The 'Jacobethan' panelling above is
rather like that over the slightly smaller fireplace at 39 High Street illustrated in R.T. Mason's
pioneering study' 1 In 125 W.H. Hills to-Id Lord (loschen that a recent owner, 'a retired p ublicans
widow', sold the fireplace and 'all the beautiful oak panelling'. 8 In the newspaper report Hills (it could
only have been he) opined that the house 'would make an ideal site for a local museum', the founding
'of-which was one of his longstanding -ambitions. In the following week's paper Edward Steer deplored
the 'spoliation' and suggested the Urban District Council acquire it for a museum and library.
The architectural and costume historian the late Mrs Doreen Yarwood contributed to Bulletin 47
-(199&) 'thoughts 'and -considerations' -on the hunting scene -at -Cromwell House illustrated in my articie
'Wall paintings in East Grinstead' in the previous issue (Autumn 1989) and on p.6 above. With
drawings from, and a reproduction of, contemporary depictions of costumes from c.1610-30, her
'personal assessment, very much open to -argument, would be-c. 1-625-30' for 'the execution 'of -otir scene
rather than from the construction of the house in c.1599. She pointed out that fashions spread down
from high society and out from large cities, and are simplified for activities like hunting.
Without doubting her expertise, I would draw attention to some unstated assumptions in her
argument: that East Grinstead, as a small country town, would not be familiar with latest developments
until 'some I 5-2G years later than ...in London'; that the patron 'and -the 'artist 'were stereotypical
provincials of limited acquaintance with a wider world, human or artistic; and that local manifestations
of any endeavour must conform to the received wisdom of recognised authorities. I would observe in
response that at that time -East 'G'rinstead was 'within a day's travelling from London on the main road to
the nearest south coast ports; a mini county-town, hosting Assizes and parliamentary elections; and the
location of several town houses of country gentry families. Moreover by then one of the country's
leading establishment families, the Sackvilles, were consolidating their base here, and in 1600 everyone
must have goggled at the spectacle of the French ambassador and his 100-strong retinue as they spent
the night here. The Paynes (the E.P. and A.P. on the fireplace) were wealthy from the iron industry and
'upwardly mobile: , and there were itinerant painters acquainted, from pictures in :bouks: if not at firsthand, with worlds beyond their native place and social stratum. It does not follow that Mrs Yarwood
has erred, only that she might have taken too much for granted.
Frustratingly, the sources give no names for the publican's widow or the buyer in 1913, and the
directories spanning 1911-15 have no entries for the house. Dixon's local directory for 1916 lists 78-80
-with the rest of the 'line blank. The 1'887 Kelly gives Richard Marchant at ,Cromwell House (in the
1891 census a brewer's traveller), but we cannot tell if he is owner, occupier, or both, nor if it was he
who chose the name. Help to fill these gaps is urgently needed.
REFERENCES (E.G. =East Grinstead; M.J.L. = M.J. Leppard; S.A.C. = Sussex Archaeological Collections; Sx
J.C. Steiming, 'Notes onE.G.', S.A.C. vol.20(1868), p.144;
Sussex): - M.J.L., 100 buildings of E.G. (2006), no.23
ellys directoIy GfSx 4 -C-inre
-pp9f.
•MJ:L., House-naming-in:G.', E:G. &oeiety -B-rdletin
6
untitled,
unattributed
and in private hands
Jerrold, Picturesque Sx (N.D.), p.117
E.G. Observer, 1 Oct. 1997
8
see, for substantiation of
9
held
by
the
Town
Museum
original ms letter, 6 Nov. 1925,
S.A.C., vol.80 (1939), p.26
theseclaims,chapter 5, 'The town in the 16thcentur', inM.LL, A -historyof.E.'G. .(2004) and 'The ,Paynes,ofE( .' in
W.H. Hills, The history ofE.G. (1906), pp. 196-98

M.J. Leppard

PARKS IN MEDIAEVAL EAST GRINSTEAD
1 BRAMBLETYE

The only published discussion of mediaeval parks, created for breeding, conserving and hunting
game, in the 'ancient parish of East 'Grinstead is in 'Mr PD. Wood's 'pioneering -study 'of'our Domesday
Book settlements, and then incidental to his attempt to defme the extent of the holding at Brambletye.
'The difficulty is that the creation of the park in the 13th century, whatever size it may have been, must
-have -completely wiped lout 'what was -there -before. The -present -pattern -of -far - -was -created at -the -d-isparking, probably in the 16th century, so that there must have been not just one-phase transition but two.
'The first requirement must be to establish by fieldwork the line of the old park pale, or such part as has
not been 'destroyed by -Weir Wood -reservoir. This may 'not be 'easy: the -13-27 inquisition 'lists the park
as containing 200 acres, that of 1336 as having a circuit of 1 1/2 leagues. These measurements tally quite
well, mar,ginally better for a long thin park than for a square one. The evidence of place-names tempts
us to 'think that the park extended from Park Corner in the north to South Park Farm in the south but in
that case the area would be much more than 200 acres. '1
Tracing the pale on the ground remained an aspiration, still unrealised when Mr Wood moved to
Scotland, but he was 'aware' that "a 'handsome' 'stretch ofit 'lies 'alongside the twitten whicirrons from the
Lewes Road just east of Cuttens down to Little Luxfords.' 2 I have found no mention of this or any
other portion of the pale in any publication, including those' fclr'Tarnliiers, nor -heard it spoken of, and
alas I am no longer up to investigating it myself.
The only cartographic evidence comes from what must have been its last days. Norden's map
of Sussex of 1595 'shows '-Bramble' in its pale (reproduced on 'our . .cover)'. At first 'sight this is 'helpful,
its northern boundary the Medway, accurately depicted as then dividing, passing under two bridges at
the entrance to Forest Row (the unlabelled symbol that looks like an apple) and re -uniting beyond them.
On 'closer -consideration, however, it 'cannot b'e"squared with -any of the features mapped on p.8, and it is .
scarcely credible that a park would occupy the flood-plain of the river, the most valuable farmland on
the ,estate. It does itot appe.ar 'on the -next map ,of,Sussex 5 Speed's-of 1-610 5 -though Brambletye -is shown
in its park on his Surrey map of that same year.
'

-

The earliest clue to the park's existence is the name of Henry ate Park, listed under Brambietye
tithing in 'the' Hundred rolls 'for -1285- arid 87. The' earliest 'of -the' inquisitions -cited -by, 'Mr Wood, 'also
dating from 1285, does not mention a park at Brambletye, however, though it does list 65 acres of
waste worth 2d. per acre, probably the -area most appropriate for enparki11g. 4 For now we must 'live
with the apparent contradiction,
The full details in the 1327 inquest are 'There is a park, in which are contained 220 acres by
'estimation 'of 'which the pasture' is worth 'nothing -on -account 'of 'the' 'shade' 'of 'the' trees'.' In-133-6 - we
read 'There is a park containing in circuit one league and a half and the pasture of the same is worth
20s. p.a.' and '30s.4d. -for the wagesof'.Simon-ieParker, -parker there, who -received by the -day 1-d. by
charter of Francis de Aldham, once lord of the manor aforesaid.
' 6

By 1419, however, John Pelham, to whom King Henry IV had committed the wardenship of the
manors of the 'late- Phi-lip' S'eyntciere; including -Brambletye; had 'permitted the' 'greater part of the
palings of the park to fall down and decay to the value of 20 marks [13.6s.8d.] for lack of repair, so
that the park lay open and most of the game therein escaped."
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The next references to the park are in the court rolls of the manor of Maresfield. At the time of
her death in -1492 -Elizabeth -Lewkenour, wife - of Richard -of -Branthietye, held of the King ' -land called
Lez Innomes and a parcel enclosed within the park there'. In 1493 she is recorded as holding 'land of
eld -assart called -Senciershona's at -B-r-am-y-ity, part whereof -lies- in -the -park there, -rent 4d.' -It is not clear
if these are different holdings or the same one re-worded. 8

-

The next documented reference is in a list of persons who have oaks growing on their lands,
compiled in the 'reign of Henry ffl or earlier: 'In Bramyity park belonging to Mr Wyndesour'. 9
Finally, the 'land of Jacob Picas, gent., called Branibletye Park' formed the southern boundary of what
can be identified as the manor of Ashurst in 1597198)0
Henry ate Park, in Brambletye tithing (which seems to have been co-extensive with the manor)
in 1285 and 87, is not the first of his name to appear in local records. In 1283 one Nicholas ate Park
was -.a -witness to the -sale- of the- field -across which Estcots Drive now 'starts its cotirse. 11 Whether hehad any connection to Brambletye we cannot say, nor whether either was, as the name implies, its
parker (keeper/manager); they could have brought the surname with them from somewhere else, even
perhaps to create the park. Witnessing 'a 'legal 'document implies some isacial standing, -as - do-es the fact
that those of the surname who appear in the subsidy rolls (to be discussed later) are among the
wealthiest, while the high wages paid to Simon le Parker in 1336 imply specialist skills.

-

The farm-names Park Corner and South Park, although not as yet discovered in documents till
some two centuries after the last known direct evidence for Brambletye Park, certainly seem to refer to
it when mapped with -other probably relevant place-names 'within 'the - --9th-century Brambletye- estate
(see opposite).
Park Corner Farm is first recorded in 1809, as a landmark. 12 The farmstead, roughly on the site
of today's Ashurst Wood Forge, is more likely to have been outside the pale than within it. It is
possible that an earlier name was Jennepers, held in 1591 by James Pickayes along with Brarnbletye
and -Perkers 'Cro-fte-.'3 The English -Place-Name- Society's 'suggestion that Jemiepers 'may'be - identical
with' Juniper Wood on modem U.S. maps 14 seems indisputable, with 'Juniper' a rationalisation of
Jenneper, not otherwise recorded here as either place- or personal name but probably the surname
Genever/Jenever/Jeniver which, -originating 'from -a Welsh personal name, -appears in the -i3th-and -i -4th
centuries in the Selsey area', whence 'during the 14th century it spread further afield ... though never
very common in-Sussex." 5 My mearliest. traference for Juniper Wood is -in -i-83-&', -for Great 7and Little
Juniper Fields in the Brambletye estate auction particulars of 1865; in the tithe schedule of 1841 the
fields have different names. In all the sources they are part of Park Corner Farm, as is Lodge Field, so
named in 1-841 but -differently in 1 -965. That the -latter testifies to 'a hunting lodge - within -or beside it is
gratifyingly confirmed by the length of the pale along its northern flank. Perkers Crofte, unlocated and
otherwise unrecorded, must be la portion of the park marked off for the parke?s support, presumably
adjoining his tied cottage.
-

-

The first record of the name of South Park Farm is in 1795, on Yeakell and Gardner's map of
-- 'e -Park is shared by its fields 483 -and 492 on the Bramb -letye- -Estate -auction
Sussex. The nanie Th
particulars of 1841 and 65, though in the tithe award of 1841 each has a different name. In all three
sources -parcel 93-3- at Horse-shoe Farm. is-named Lodge -Field, -and noted - -the tithe a-ward as '-late -part
of Brambletye'. Whether the farmstead lay within or without the park is debateable.

-

As Mr Wood noted, if both Park Corner and South Park

indicate the extremities of Brambletye
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Park, the area comprehended is too large for the information in the inquests. It is possible, however,
that they witness to two parks, a"southern and a northern, despite every documented -reference being to
one alone, conceivably sequentially but more likely simultaneously. At the Wealden Settlement Study
Circle meeting in October 2012 Mrs Diana Chatwin of Slinfold showed her mapping of the manor of
De-disharn. The 'estate included 'a 'North Park, in -the parish of R'udgwick, followed by the manor house
and its demesnes, then a small Middle Park adjoining a large South Park, in the parish of Billingshurst.
It was surmised that each had a specialised function; in the 16th century, for example, the maintenance
of parks for the 'contro-iled' -breeding of -horses was regulated -by -legislation. 17 The existence -of two
Lodge Fields within the 19th-century Brambletye estate might support a case for two mediaeval parks
there in earlier times.
-

2 LAVERTYE
Mr Wood did not discuss the park at Lavertye because nothing of the little known about it was
relevant -to -his purpose, -but it is mentioned in some -'of'the- documents -concerned-with Brambietyepark
since both were in the same hands during most of the period covered. The inquest taken in 1285 notes
48 acres of waste at Lavertye, worth 2d. per acre, which again might have been converted to parkland. 18
The first explicit record is in 1419: in the manor of Lavertye John Pelham 'allowed a building
called "le logge" in the park, worth 10 marks [6.13s.4d.] to stand unroofed, so that the timber thereof
became - entirely Totten and -decayed and it 'threatens to fall down, and he permitted the . greater part of the
palings of the park to fall down and decay to the value of 10 marks for lack of repair, so that most of the
-game -formerly therein escaped. 9 In 424 there is similar 4nifern-atio.n in a defective %dooum, ent, part -&f
which might refer to Brambletye: 'a certain park called Lavertye ... in which park is a certain house
called le Logge Ilacunal with the house ... is worth nothing by the year beyond the enclosure of the
-park 'and 'sustenance of the -b-east's' there- ... to which park indeed belong 1-00- 'acres of -land.'2° -Fifteen
years later it was reported that Thomas Seyntclere, who died in 1435, had defrauded the king by
unlawfully granting to others the -manor' of Brarnbletye, worth 'l -OOs'., '-a park 'called 'Lavertye 'arid -a
tenement called Pykstonys with 13s.4d. rent p.a. worth 20s. p.a.' 2 '
-

When Norden's map. of Sussex came out in 1594 no park was shown at 'Labor Tye? and the
house was located -(surely 'erroneously?) - -south of the 'Medway. The map of -Lavertyein the Buckhurst
Terrier of 1597/98 is, most unfortunately, missing, but the text mentions a Lodge Field and also Parrock
Field, probably related to the estate of that name on the other side of the boundary with Hartfield but
possibly perpetuating one- 'of 'the -early forms of -our -word park. 'Neither can -be- -located, -and no'-one has
ever noted any signs of the park pale on the ground.
-

'EAST GRINSTEAD ]PARK'

In his Ph.D. thesis the late Peter Brandon listed 'East Grinstead Park' in 1289, but with no
coirtmd or discussion' 21 Not -having been able to consult the -source -he cited, -I cannot even-speculate on
how it might relate to the parks at Brambletye and Lavertye or if it might be a third, presumably shortlived, entity.
PARK SURNAMES

In addition to Nicholas and Henry ate Park, already discussed, six others of the name are known,
-apparently in two family -lines. For -completeness' 'sake, -and with the 'caveat that with the passage - -of
time it is less and less likely that either their homes or their work had anything to do with parks, they
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are noticed here, awaiting the attention of future researchers.
One line, probably stemming from Nicholas ate Park in view of the evidence throughout of
some status and substance, continues with Henry. ate Park, who in 1285 had been 'chief pledge' in the
tithing of Brarnbietye and had been tailed to that office in 1287 but had not appeared? Peter deParco;
a juror in the Hundred of East Grinstead for the subsidy of 1296, in which jurors' tithings were not
recorded, was assessed at 6s.5V2d, ranking fourth highest among the twelve jurors and eighth of the 54
people listed.23 In a subsidy roll of t.1324 he is said to have held of Francis de Aidtharn, whose family
held Lavertye and Bramblelye 'a certain tenement in Grenestede by charter of Baldewin de Aldeham,

rendering .thei= to the .eotuition .sutage 3-peiee -ottly' Nihoinsatte P-ark-appears in the subsidies-of
1327 and 1332: in the former (in which tithings are not itemised) his assessment is 3s., placing him 10=
out of 51 payers, in the latter he is assessed at 6s., ranking second out of 14 in Brambietye tithing and
sixth out of 41 in the whole Htmdred. 25 in 1341 he was a witness to grant of lands and tenements in
Shovelstrode.26
A second line seems to have lived, or at least held land, somewhere adjoining or near the road
between today's Khgseote station -and Saint Hill (reen, 'our original main -route -to..Lewes. 27 in 1294
William de Sandhelle (in the Saint Hill area) granted to Geoffrey ate Parc (perhaps a junior member of
the Brarnbietye line) and Edith his wife lands adjoining the highway from Lewes to Hymberhorne for
1d. jY;a. 25 In 1- 315 Alexander -ateSanciheide 'granted to William -ate Park -and Ho -dierna -his wife 'a -croft
in Hestgrenestede called the croft ate Voulegate containing 2 acres; rent 2d. for all services. 29
'Voulegate' suggests the Grinstead end of Vowels Lane, before it enters West Hoathly parish en route
to Seisfield. Then in 13-67 Richard -atte Park 'granted to John Symond -and -his wife -Matilda a messuage
and croft in this parish by the highway from London to Lewes 30 , perhaps one or both of the parcels
acquired in earlier generations. Finally, in 1378-79 Thomas atte Medeweye and his wife a messuage
and half-an acre in Estgrenstede to John 'atte Park, piomer fphimber]. 31 Medway is 'still the name- of -a
house in the angle between the Selsfleld and Turners Hill roads. 32
MAP: The base-map, chosen for its coverage of the relevant area on a single sheet, exhibits certain inaccuracies
of scale, which Mr -David 'Gould -has followed at my 'behest; -he has also added a scale-bar and corrected the
orientation. I am grateful for his customary careful execution of the task and to Mr A.G. Dyson for
communicating the texts of the references in the National Archives
REFERENCES: E.G. = East Grinstead; E.G.S.B. = E.G. Society Bulletin; E.S.R.O. = East Sx Record Office; S.R.S.
= Sx Record Society; Sx=Sussex; T.N.A. = The National Archives
1

P.D. Wood, 'Unfinished Business: E.G. in the Domesday survey', E.G.S.B. 58 (Spring 1996), pp.3-23, at p.19
Budgen MSS (Sx Archaeological Society library, Barbican House, Lewes)
personal communication, 16 Oct. 2014
Calendar of
T.N.A. C.133/42/1, m.2 - T.N.A. C.13511/5, m.2 - 6 T.N.A. C.135/44/3, m.8
vol.102, pp.22,40
1frie M (A Notes Queries, vol.4 (l2-1), p120)
`Letters
'Inquests Miscellaneous (Chancery), vóli no.56
& Papers, Henry VIII, addenda 10 Buckhurst Terrier (S.R.S, vol.39 (1933), p.47); for discussion and identification see
E.G.S.B. 112 (Autumn 2014), pp.9f. "T.N.A. E40/4187 (for discussion and identification see E.G.S.B. 76 (Spring 2002),
14 A. Mawer& F.M.
p.5)
Attree 's topography of Brighton (1809), p.53 13 1nquest-(S.R.S., vol.14 (1912), .no854)
's
R. McKinley, The surnames ofSx (1988), p.335 .16 valuation
Stenton, The place-names ofSx, part II (1930), p.331
17
Joan Thirsk, 'Horses in early modem England', chapter 22 in her The rural
by William Turner (now in .E.S.R..O.)
economy of England (1984) 18 as note 4 19 as nOte 7 20 T.N.A. C.139/3/38 21 -Calendar of Inquisitions
Miscellaneous, 1422-85, no. 117 21 P.F. Brandon, 'Common lands and wastes of Sussex' (unpublished), p.329, citing
MemoRoTPLTR94 22 as note 3 25 SI.S. IU(1lO), p.35 24 1'eudaiA1ds, p.144 25 as note23, pp.202,31)
26
E.S.R.O. SAS Gage 9/7 27 M.J. Leppard, 'The highway from Grinstead to Lewes', E.G.S.B. 108 (Winter 2012-13),
p.4), cf. pp.Ofbelow 28 Th.A.ijc2173 29'l'N.A. 'jC506 30 T.1.A. ijC2122 31 Feet of fines (S.RS., vol.23
(1916), no.2482) 12 E.G.S.B. 83 (Autumn 2004), pp.6 and lOf for its history from 1255
2
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THE LAST PRACTICE OF ITS KIND

M.J. Leppard

Another of East Grinstead's historic country town features came to an end on 30 September last
year with the retirement of Mr Michael Ross and the closure, despite his best efforts, of the solicitors
-Pearless dc -Roigemont in 'Cimrch -Lane. -No-oie nowadays, he to-id me, -wants to run 'a 'small practice,
and the large conglomerates represented here and elsewhere had no interest in taking on his business.
In the history that follows, unattributed information is derived from directories, directly or by
implication, and W.H. Hills's manuscript volume - -on local people -(in my possession). 'Other sources
are indicated in end-notes in the usual way.
William -Pearless - 0-f Southwark qualified as a solicitor in I 3Ø1 The next year's census found
him in practice in East Grinstead High Street. 2 A good deal is known about local solicitors from 1794
onwards, but I can find no evidence to link a Pearless with any of them, whether as partner, successor
-or family comiecticrn. Ta t837, desthhed -as -bachelor of East Grthstead, he married, at St Ltrke -'s, Old
Street, London, Mary Ann Richardson, a spinster and minor of that parish, with her father's consent. 3
By 1839 they were living at the Hermitage, owned by William Palmer, from whom he bought it in 1852
for £1500. Ac-cording to- the 1851 census William 'Peariess; aged 42, had been born in 'Cowden, and
his wife, 34, in Speldhurst. By 1846 he had formed a partnership with William Alston Head, but a
-decade er so later he -dissolved -it. 6 He -died -in 1-875, -aged- ,66, -having -ev-i.dentiy -prospered, -even to the
extent of purchasing the lordships of the manors of Ashurst Wild, Brambletye and Sheffield-Grinsted. 8
Ample material exists to write more about the man, his involvement in local life and his family,
but this 'article is concerned solely with 'the 'business. -Only 'th cc of'his -sons therefore ..warrant mention:
William Austen, born 1838, James Richardson, born 1840, and Reginald Wilson, born 1847, all of
whom qualified as solicitors after training by their father. From 1862, therefore, the partnership was
William -Pearless & Sons. William Austen -died in 1885 -aged 479, -Reginald Wilson died in -F9--i1, and
James Richardson departed during the First World War. Over the previous half-century the firm had
taken n the duties -of re l.strar f -the zounty court,, -commissi-oner for ,oaths,- and stewaths -of various
local manors. All three brothers were much involved in town and church life.
In 1906 Charles Glennie de Rougemont was admitted a solicitor and joined the practice. He
married -Katherine; the -daughter 'of 'Reginald Wilson -Peariess' -s -son- Charles. -He- was -still 'a partner in
1953. In 1934 Leslie William Dungey moved to the town and was taken into partnership.' ° Thirty
years later he -kindly allowed ne to -exaiti-iie the ,dgeds of -the firm.s. Church Lan e prop ertieand -make
the notes which have been drawn on in the following paragraph.
In 1876 William Austen Pearless and others, as heirs of William Pearless, and Joseph Turner as
mortgagee; -so-id the -Hermitage- to William 13orhain for £3,50&1, -ending its 'use as tine- practices -offices
as well as the family home. By 1878 they were established in Church Lane, at no.8. No.7 was acquired
in 1886. Their clerks were living in both properties when the 1891 census was taken, but ten years later
no.8 was entirely offices 'and only -no.7 residential. -I -did not -see- the -deeds of the other cottages, which
were acquired for extra office-space following a fire at no.8 in 1967.12 Behind them was a corrugatediron out-building that before the war had been Mr Gray's laundry but after it was hone to the family of
one of my schuol-friends. Peari-ess dc -Rongenront 'used it for- storage. Mr -Ross kindly gave inc 'a -brief
tour of the whole complex in October last year, a warren of cellars, small rooms, staircases and varying
floor-levels, much adapted piecemeal over the centuries.
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The earlier history of the buildings is not strictly relevant to the subject of this article. I have,
anyway, outlined it In my IOU Buildings, and written up that of the cottages (almshouses from 1505) in
detail in our Bulletin 82 13 , both of which are still in print.
Finally, it is worth mentioning as possibly relevant to the history of the practice, a portrait that
hung in the entrance hail of S Qhiirch Lane. at Peariess de Rougemont could tell me who 'he
was, but Mr 'Bunny' Harrison, who had an antique shop in the High Street, once said it was George
Bankin. There were two lawyers of that name here, father and son, whose deaths in 1805 aged 70 and
1-8-47 -aged 76 respectively are recorded in our parish register. I can find nothing, however, to connect
either of them with the Pearless family or its practice. Is there anyone who can identify the man?
REFERENCES (E.G. = East Grinstead; E.G.a = E.G. Observer; par. mag. = parish magazine; Sx = Sussex)
'nrigthal certificate ofacceptnceas -an 'attomey, -displayed jirthe' Thin's offices 2 'draftTeturn, West -Sx Record Office,
St Luke's, Old Street parish register (Sx Notes & Queries, vol.7 (1938-39), p.139) 4 Mr R.H. Wood's
PAR 348/26/2/7
notes of Hermitage deeds (photocopy in my possession) 5 'Bridger, clerk to Pearless & Head, left his place' (ins diary of
Thomas -Cramp; -14 Nov. 1846, seen whiie--in--family"s 'keeping'inHorsham) - 6 -serialised-reminiscences-of-Edward Steer,
8 W.H. Hills, History ofE.G. (1906),
E.G.O., 1899 7 par. mag., Sept. 1875
pp. 109,114,120 9 par. mag., Aug. 1885
12
reported and illustrated, E.G.O., 30 March 1967 ' M.J. Leppard, 100
par. mag., Feb. 1960 "as note 4
- -ulletin' -82'(Spring 2004); pp.-l-O.-i2
Buildings ofE.'G. -(2006'), sxo -.3-;-M.J. 'L-eppard, 'Almshcmses in -E.'G.', -EG. Society B

THE PARISH CHURCHYARD, UNEXPECTEDLY TOPICAL
The articles on our churchyard in Bulletins 111 and 112 explored the history of responsibilities,
with gaps in the information. Since they appeared the subject has acquired an unforeseen relevance
thanks to an -ap-pffcati'orr 'i'n''D'e -ce-mber 20-14 for p-lanning -permission to rthurfcl -defective -.parts of -the
western wall. At our request, the Clerk of the Town Council, Mrs Julie Holden, has kindly clarified the
context, as gratefully printed below.

I am pleased to be able to add a little further advice following some extensive research into the
responsibilities concerning closed churchyards and specifically the west wall at St Swithun's.
You correctly identify that the churchyard was closed in 1869. At that time the responsibility
for closed churchyards fell to the local authority ([eventually] East Grinstead Urban District Council).
Responsibility under the- Act is formaintenance of the churchyard to a decent order. The description by
Arnold-Baker is that 'it must not offend the susceptibilities of the reasonable Christian bearing in mind
that 'ground -level-s -always -rise. It -must -keep the -walls -and fences -in good 'repair.' 1 There 'is 'little
definitive guidance as to what this actually entails, but there is some case law and generally it is held
that keeping the churchyard in a reasonable condition concerning safe passage is needed.

-

In 1974 the responsibility was not actually passed to the Town Council and therefore it
remained with the successor authority (Mid Sussex District Council) although the Town Council cut the
grass, initially 'with 'a -grant from the 'District 'Council 'which -ceased -during the -190s. The two'counciis
now have a joint approach in maintaining, and remedying defects in, the churchyard.
The west wail is actually a party wall in that it is jointly owned by the church and the property
that it now -Pizza Express. As -a result -both parties -bear the - responsibility for the costs of works to be
carried out on the wall, although the church's portion will be met by the district council, owing to the
responsibility of the closed churchyard.
'C. Arnold-Baker, Local council administration (8th ed., London, Lexus Nexis, 2009)
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SOME PEOPLE OF EAST GRINSTEAD (continued): CHARLES BAKER

MJ. Leppard

In 1958 Charles Baker donated £80 to East Grinstead parish church to mark his eighty years in
its choir. His fiftieth anniversary had been -celebrated by an illuminated address from 'the 'church, his
seventy-sixth by a letter from the Bishop of Chichester.
The 1881 census found him, a ten-year, old scholar, in Glen Vue Road [Railway Approach] with
his father, Edward, a carpenter aged 49, mother Elizabeth-and two of his older siblings, -all born in East
Grinstead except Edward, from Fletching. In 1871, under 'age', the enumerator had written 7, surely
meaning months? F4ur older siblings were at home then and mother was .a 'taikr.ess'. An even nlder
sister, Sophia, had already flown.
In 1881 Sophia married Joseph Rice, the head of Rice Bros agricultural engineers, etc., a firm
Charles joined -soon -after, -a harness-maker by 1891, -shop foreman by 1921. Loyalty embraced playing
a comet solo at the supper for employees in 1897 and playing cricket for them against J. Southey Hall's
staff in 1906. When the bombs fell nearby in 1943 he suffered a lacerated head and wrist.
In 1884 Charles Baker joined the Volunteer (later Town) Band, becoming temporary
bandmaster in the First World War and retaining the role till voted out of it in 1933. On his jubilee as a
member -a clock was presented to -him. He played his cornet -at many local events, e.-g. solo's at -organ
recitals in 1895 and Queen Victoria's golden jubilee service in 1897, and duetting with a pianist at
Edward Steer's annual entertainment for the Workhouse inmates in 1899.
He was also a member of the East Grinstead Orchestral Society, in one performance joined by
his three sons. In World War I he was the Whitehall theatre's interim musical director.
Charles Baker died in October 1958, aged 88, 'a friendly man of great integrity'.
A photograph in East Grinstead Museum Compass 29 shows Charles Baker and Joseph Rice at
the end -of -a cycletour to -Edinburgh. He -earl alsobeseeninoneofthe ton,andiiic. -l-910 -inDavid
Gould's Around East Grinstead, at the bandmaster's right. My abiding mental picture from boyhood,
however, is of his completely bald, shiny, head.
SOURCES: Parish magazines and E. G. Observer, various dates; original 1899 programme; Joseph Rice's
memoirs (E. G. Courier, 29 Oct. 1981); L.A. Griffith's notes on Second World War (in my possession)
A FIGURE FROM THE PAST: In the late- 1940s and early 50s one could often see a mannishly-clad
figure making her way on horseback through the town centre, at times striking out with her riding-crop
at motor vehicles. On one occasion, when I was about 10 or 11, she dismounted in the King Street car
park near me and told me - probably commanded, certainly didn't ask - to hold the horse while she
walked to the shops. Apprehensively I 'complied. Mr Robin Streatfield has told me she was 'a Miss
Heasman, of the family that once occupied Southwick House in London Road, and kept her horse in the
field alongside, now the site of Southwick Close. M.J.L.
AND ANOTHER: In the 1970s and 80s a frequent sight in Lingfleld Road and its shops was a

woman, probably in her 60s, in blouse, skirt and ankle socks, like a 1930s' schoolgirl, and with her hair
tmstyhed. She was always pushingg-a -large pram t-f-the -same -era, in which rode-twosizeable-chinadolls,
one black, one white. So far as I was aware, she was simply accepted; indeed female shop assistants
would compliment her on her babies' beauty and good behaviour. I never knew her name. M.J.L.
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS
SECRET EAST GRINSTEAD by Dorothy Hatswell and Simon Kerr

(Amberley Publishing., 2014, £14.99)
A review by Mj. Leppard, written with no inside knowledge

Following their East Grinstead through time (reviewed Bulletin 110), Mrs Hatswell and Mr
Kerr -have 'returned to for been invited back -by?) -the same publisher for -a -different kind 'of boo-k: wellwritten text plentifully illustrated and attractively produced. Both are trustees of the Town Museum,
which is heavily implicated in all aspects of the work and to which they are donating their royalties.
Four other 'Museum personnel -are 'credited with -assistance. 'Mr Kerr has 'said, however, "Dorothy 'did
most of the work on this. She is the literary one ... so she proof read it as well." Interviewed earlier in
the year about the previous book, Mrs Hatsweil stated 'I had to do a bit of research, but having been
involved with the museum for over 20 years I 'knew -a -lot -of it 'anyway. I -started by writing 'a lot of fthe
captions] off the top of my head.
' 2

Alas, that is once again all too evident, from the first sentence's 'living as we do on a ridge 600
feet 'above sea 'level', 'via misdating to -1790 'the reprimanding 'of -borough 'officers two 'hundred years
earlier (p.39) and muddling three members of the Crawfurd family into one (pp.42f.), to the entirely
imaginary 'May Day festivities on the- Halsford Estate, on whose land [Maypole and Garland Roads]
were built' (.50). Amberley -cannot be -expected to have an editor knowledgeable about the history of
the town but should have spotted the loss of one or more lines at the foot of p.42, 'Adolph' rather than
Adolf Hitler (p.48), and the words 'Sidney Godley VC' in the corner of the photograph of Brooklands
'swmnmn.g pool '(p:&i), even if the -thor 'dith't. No purpose would be 'served by -citing farther
instances of carelessness or error; every reader will spot several of them, and welcome the bibliography
of more reliable works.
The title, reminiscent of television programmes, is an inept 'come on'; nothing once deliberately
censored or hidden is revealed. Rather, 'we have tried to concentrate on the lesser known aspects of the
town's history' 'and 'to - shed 'a little light on the dust that has settled' 'on it (thoughsweeping -it . -off-might
have been a better metaphor). The principles of organisation are not clear, despite the loosely-themed
-chapter -4Msions-, -nor the prepor nsef-attent-ien to each subject (-ainost-apage ion -an M.P. who served
for a year but only the name of Patrick Moore), nor the relevance of some topics (e.g. wassailing).
Nevertheless I shall keep my copy, for the sake of those illustrations which have not appeared in
print elsewhem.
2
1

E.G. Courier, 24 Sept. 2014

E. G. Courier, 13 Aug. 2014

and one by David Gould, requested by the Editor and written with inside knowledge

Unlike the previous offering by the two authors (East Grinstead through time) this latest
volume in the long run of general books about East Grinstead is mainly text, backed by a reasonable
'number 'of 'old, recent -and -a 'few -specially--commi---ssiened 'photographs. The -authors' -stated -aim -is -to
concentrate on lesser-known aspects of East Grinstead history, and these include pre-history, some
notable events, details of some people of East Grinstead and a few of its buildings. Much of the
materia-i has been re-used-from 'articles written by -Mrs -Hatswell for East 1.riirstecrd Living freemagazine and, as these tend to be thrown away, it is good to have it all set out in a more substantial
form. There is plenty here that was not known to the reviewer, or had been forgotten.

iI
The typesetting is excellent, with scarcely any errors (known as 'literals' to old4ime sub.
editors), and the reproduction of the illustrations is -splendid. Here the chief disappointment, as before,
is the lack of attribution - the authors apparently taking the view that the image is everything, but the
creator of that image is nothing. This reviewer profoundly disagrees with that view.
The chapter headings are odd: although it was a clever idea to employ quotations (for example
'-1 shall -not -pass- This -way again -it would -have -looked -better if the -name laf -the -person-quoted appeared
in a different fount, or perhaps with a dash between the quotation and name.
It is impossible to produce a book without introducing a few errors. Here most of them seem to
bein the photo aptions. Mrs Hatswell has 'assured thereviewer that mistakes -are 'riot made'deiib'erate -ly
and that she is well aware that St Swithun did not reside in the town, as stated by the publisher's blurbwriter on the -back 'c-ovet Nevertheless there -are sonic errors to which -attention should be drawn -and
some other points to be made.
p.7

Grime's Graves, not Grave-

p. 14 Collapse of St Swithun's church tower was in 1785 (as stated on p.52).
p.17 J.M. Neale has morphed into Golding Golding-Bird but appears as himself - on p.39.
p.19 Statement could be misconstrued: Golding-Bird was the founder in a sense of our present museum.
p.26

'Reportiy' should be 'repertory.

p.28 It is at least arguable whether Poel or Powell is the 'correct' pronunciation of this Welsh name.
p..46 Most -of -the Workhouse was -in- a much larger -building (not illustrated) on the south side- ofRa.i-lway
Approach.
p.50 'hnberhorne Manor' was named simply Imberhorne.
p.57 Photo captions are transposed.
p.58 The building of King Street did not result in the demolition of the Institute, which occurred c. 193 8/39.
p.61 The colour plate of the back of Cromwell House cannot have been taken before the fire (1928).
p.66 Edwin Arthur Harding, R.F.C., has morphed into Private Percy Curtis.
p.72 The lower picture shows not a fireman's funeral but the funeral of P.C. James Baldwin in 1898; he had
been stabbed while on duty in London.
p.76 The Beacon Coach advertisement was much earlier than the 1970s; probably late 1930s or 40s.
p7 The photograph of PeaTson's shop -was 'taken by the reviewer in December 1983 atid inittdes'his ôwii
bicycle in the shot.
Finally, a disclaimer. Although assistance was offered it was not required by the authors, and
David 'Gould -had 'no invo-ivelTrent in the 'creation of the brook, despite - the 'appearance of his 'nainre - 'on
p.95.
The 'book appeared in September 'Fast, just as Buhetln 1T2' was gding to the pfinter, 'hence the 'late
appearance of these reviews.

-
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Anne Parfltt-Kthig, AMY SAWYER (JFMTCHLINf, Artist, Errnitrtu
(Country Books, 2013, £15)

and Lady of Lette -rN

A review by MJ. Leppard
This is a strange book about a strange woman, of interest to us because Amy Sawyer was born
in East Grinstead in 1863 and grew up here. By 1881, though, the family had moved to Croydon, in
t8S5 Amy enrolled 'at the Herkomer School of Art, and in c.i9O1, as an established professional artist,
joined her parents in Ditching. There she became involved in the community of artists and craftsmen
led by Eric Gill. When she lost the use of her right hand through septicaemia, she continued to work in
textiles -and formed the Ditchling Village Players, for thom -she also wrote -short plays, -some in -dialect,
published in 1934 and regularly staged by groups elsewhere.
The little that is known about Ivliss Sawyer's time here, without recourse to local sources, takes
two- pages. The plentiful illustrations include photographs of her parents and many, mostly in -colour, of
her artwork, generally fantastical representations of the faerie-world popular at the time. Today some
of it is rather disturbing, as are a few of her plays. Wisely the author does not attempt to psychologise.
She -also -gives examples ef-d-ialect from -the plays -(some perhaps remembered 'from -childhood here-) -but
is unaware of the attention that aspect of Amy Sawyer has received in print. * Extracts from letters give
glimpses of village life and wartime conditions.
The book would have benefited from a firmer editorial hand. Much reads like the author's notes
and her own annotations of them. Quotations are printed in a mannered italic script, the references lack
-detail, 'and the proof-reading is inadequate, -but there is -a -good -bibliography -and an index. The-author
obviously made every effort to track down relevant sources and to interview people who remembered
Amy Sawyer, whom She herself had met in childhood not long before her death in 1945.
*

K.G. Museum Compass 2 (2000), p.3; 3 (2000), p.3; 4 (2001), p.9; 5 (2001), p.3; 15 (2004), p.3; 27 (2008), pp.6, 9, 11 f;
Richard Coates, The traditIonal dialect of Sussex 2D10), pp. 164f., 227, 3'0O

ASHDOWN FOREST NEWS 67 -(Autumn 2014) 'hrci'trdes' -a -detailed -article on the -65 -men named on

Forest Row war memorial, only 24 of whom were born in the village.
THE WEALDEN IRON RESEARCH GROUP NEWSLETTER 60 (Autumn 2014) contains short

pieces by MrM.J. Leppard 'drawing attentiori to the -relevance to the Wealden iron 'industry of'aspects of
articles he had earlier contributed to our pages: the first known interpretation of 'noddy' as its slag
'(Bulletin 53) and the -relationship between the -eastern -boundary of East -(%iintead -Hundred and the -prehistoric trans-Wealden trackway identified by I.D. Margary (112).
CORRECTION: The review of the German version of our first town trail in Bulletin 111 was printed

'on the -assumption that it had 'already been 'sent for publication. In reality the 'committee had 'decided,
for financial reasons, to postpone it. The editor apologises for any embarrassment caused.
OUR EARLY PUBLICATIONS: Remaining stocks of our Society's exhibition programmes, 19.73

78, -and postcard reproductions of old photographs proved -saleable-again in 2&-14 -as new opportunities
unexpectedly arose. Together with casual sales of previous and current Bulletins and the subscription
service for the latter, they provide a small stream of revenue, to some extent offsetting costs of printing
the Bulletin though not hypothecated to that end. The supply is not yet exhausted. See foot ofp.2.
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Michael Buwhall (transeiibei), SUSSEXASSIZES, 1625-1800
(Parish Register Transcription Society, 2014, £10)
This well indexed searchable compact disc is not, as might be thought, a continuation in the
same form of Professor Cockburn's detailed editions of the Sussex Assize records from the reigns of
Elizabeth I and James I, nor is it directly 'transcribed from the original records' as claimed. Rather, it is
a full transcription by a reputable genealogist of the selective notes and transcripts from the originals by
William Albeiy, now in the East Sussex Record Office but formerly in Brighton Public Library (where I
made my own notes from them fifty years ago). Mr Burchall indicates those which Albery overlooked
or misdated or were not available to him, and provides a helpful introduction. He notes that Albery
used them in his Millennium offlirts in the history of Hors/ram and Sussex but does not mention the
series of articles based on them that he contributed to volume 13 of the Sussex County Magazine in
1939. The disc also includes the National Archives' call-references of all the originals and lists the
burials from the county gao-I -at Horsham. The interest for -us is that the majority of the 17th- and
18th-century assizes were held in East Grinstead, playing a significant role in our economy, and that
inevitably some-0-f the proceedings Involved local people -or -offe-nees. M.J.L.

-

LIFE IN THE OLD PLACE YET

M.J. Leppard

Not so long ago, with the town centre in seeming decline - shops closing, some slow to re-open,
charity shops and cut-price stores moving in, less variety or choice - the High Street looked at risk of
becoming its declining fag-end. More -recently, however, it has steadily re-asserted itself, largely -thanks
to the imaginative and entrepreneurial efforts of several independent retailers working in concert for the
collective good as much as for individual survival. Not for them ambitious big events like the Vintage
Bus Day, May Fair, or shopping days that -close -London -Road to traffic, -all of which -can obscure- small
shops to the extent (as Mr Geoff. Wickenden told me) they actually lose trade on such occasions, but
small-scale more-focused narrowly-themed enterprises such as 'Spring Sunday' and the 'Sunday before
Christmas'. Their latest innovation, December 2014s ' -Big Reveal', -a few days of papered-over
windows building up suspense for simultaneous disclosure of their own in-house seasonal displays,
contrasted tellingly and enticingly with the giant posters or H.Q.-cloned productions of the multiples.
All this is re-inforced by regular cohmnm-s afforded to several of them in the -local newspaper;
entertaining personal perspectives that quietly extol the virtues of independent shops in their historic
setting. Complementing these efforts, but originating in minds outside the High Street, new features
such as the plaque to Private <odley V.C., the vestigial farmers' market, arid '(strategically-.placed from
this point of view) the statue of Sir Archibald Mclndoe draw attention along the street and so lead
people past, and scarcely able to ignore, everything else it has to offer.
-

Well done, all concerned, for promoting the economy and spirit of the town and the spirits of its
people - not far removed from one of the -objects of-our Society.

-

KENNEDY'S SITE: After the rejection of Mr Tetley's 1967 plan for the foreground to Sackville
College; illustrated on -the -cover of -our -last Bulletin; -Cr E. G. Rushrnan proposed, unsuccessfully, re
locating the war memorial there (E. G. Courier, 14 March 1968, E. G. Observer, 4 April 1968).

LAST WORD: 'We've got the Meridian line here., so it's not surprising so many ley-lines meet here
too.' - Local resident, January 2015.

